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Platform Overview
Crypto Factor is a new concept in the DeFi yield farming space. It combines familiar features of yield farming
with a new type of cryptocurrency mining first deployed on the Binance Smart Chain. We refer to this new
type of farming as hybrid mining.
Whereas traditional yield farms depend on a native token, which has no extrinsic value outside of the farm,
hybrid mining allows investors to acquire yield on their favourite cryptocurrencies. As the value of the mined
cryptocurrency is extrinsically defined, its value is guaranteed not to reduce as a consequence of Crypto
Factor’s mining platform. In short: we believe acquiring high daily yield on the most popular cryptocurrencies
is a recipe for success.
Our team has taken advantage of this innovative concept to create sustainable short term, medium term and
longer term yield bearing products that meet all risk profiles. For each mined cryptocurrency, Crypto Factor
provides multiple vault-like systems with fixed-rate APRs. The APR of each vault depends on the length of
its corresponding investment plan (see Table 1 for details).
Crypto Factor investors can therefore earn a high and stable passive income on a continuous basis. Principal
deposits cannot be withdrawn. Instead, all investors receive a daily dividend, which can be withdrawn at any
time. To further enhance each investor’s return, Crypto Factor incorporates a multi-level affiliate system that
rewards 5 levels of reference:

Figure 1: 5 Levels of Reference

When each of the referee investors in Figure 1 deposits into Crypto Factor’s vaults, the initial investor receives
a percentage of the deposited amount as a referral bonus (see Table 2 for details). Referral bonuses can be
withdrawn at any time. Crypto Factor’s 5 level affiliate system generously rewards all investors who share
our platform on their social media profiles, including Twitter, TikTok and YouTube. We expect this feature will
attract the attention of top crypto influencers.

Project Fees and Buy Backs
We have the lowest fees in hybrid mining. Just 8% fees are charged by the developers. Moreover, the
development fee is charged to the contract balance, not to individual investors. This ensures investors’
rewards are calculated using 100% of their deposited amount.
We have chosen to incorporate buy backs into our mining platform, just like traditional yield farms. To achieve
this, we include a buy back wallet in each of our smart contracts. 2% of each deposit is transferred to the buy
back wallet. Every Monday, all funds in the buy back wallet will be reinvested into the platform to boost the
respective contract’s balance. Our experience tells us that this feature will provide enhanced sustainability.

Is the Smart Contract Safe?
Yes, all of Crypto Factor’s smart contracts are verified when they are deployed on the Binance Smart Chain.
This can be checked by following the link provided on each webpage.

Audits
Crypto Factor’s smart contract are carefully forked from BNB Factor, which has been audited by Certik and
Haze Security. The audits found no vulnerabilities, no backdoors, no rugpulls. Ask one of our team for a link
to one of BNB Factor’s audits.

Why Trust Us?
Crypto Factor’s lead developer, Von Schmickle, has a long history of developing smart contracts. To date,
Von has deployed 10 very successful yield mining contracts on his Multi-Chain Miner platform, with no faults
or backdoors.
Von popularized crypto yield mining: he was the first developer to deploy yield mining contracts on other
block chains outside of Binance, as well as develop the latest yield mining contract frequently used to mine
non-native tokens. The template UI for yield mining is also a product of Von Schmickle. His novel efforts have
been copied and pasted countless times by less adept developers.
Von believes hybrid yield mining provides high sustainable yield. Crypto Factor is therefore not only a safe
platform to use on the Binance Smart Chain, it is simply the best platform to use.

Participating in Crypto Factor
Crypto Factor’s hybrid mines operate on the Binance Smart Chain. Participating in hybrid yield mining is as
easy as 1, 2, 3:
1. Approve spending the yield mine’s token on our webpage
2. Deposit your investment into the vault of your choice
3. Share your referral link with your crypto friends and followers to boost your rewards
All rewards can be withdrawn on a daily basis.

Devices
In order to interact with the platform flawlessly, we recommend using MetaMask or Trust Wallet. If using a
mobile device, we recommend using MetaMask’s built-in browser.

Investment Plans
Each investment plan is for a pre-determined time frame and has a known APR. As such, investors can easily
calculate their returns ahead of time. See Table 1 for details.
Each plan typically has a minimum investment. If applicable, this will be displayed in the plan’s information
box on the webpage.
Table 1: Investment Plans

Plan

Daily APR (%)

Length (days)

1

3.0

Infinity

2

7.0

40

3

6.5

60

4

6.0

90

Investors can deposit as many times as they wish, including multiple times in the same investment plan or in
multiple different plans. There is no limit. From our experience, successful investors spread their risk to
maximize their reward, thereby utilizing various plans.

Re-investing
The decision is yours: you can reinvest your rewards or referral bonuses as often as you like. Most people
wait to reclaim enough rewards to cover their principal investment, and then actively re-invest their rewards
to create a compounding effect. This can boost daily earnings exponentially.

Affiliate Programme
Crypto Factor’s affiliate programme is extremely generous and has 5 levels of reference.
Table 2: Affiliate Programme

Level

Referral Bonus (%)

1

7.0

2

3.0

3

1.5

4

1.0

5

0.5

When each of the referee investors in Figure 1 deposits into Crypto Factor’s vaults, the initial investor receives
a percentage of the deposited amount as a referral bonus, according to the table above. Referral bonuses
can be withdrawn at any time.
Crypto Factor’s 5 level affiliate system generously rewards all investors who share our platform on their social
media profiles, including Twitter, TikTok and YouTube. We expect this feature will attract the attention of top
crypto influencers.

Community Feedback
We are thankful for our ongoing community feedback. Crypto Factor has been developed with our community
in mind. We have factored in many of our investors’ comments:
1. We have the lowest developer fees in the hybrid yield mining space
2. We have incorporated a buy back wallet feature to reinvest in our own platform
3. The developers will no longer be participating in our platforms as investors
4. We have vastly increased our marketing budget and continue to establish links with top crypto
influencers

Road Map
Crypto Factor is a project under the management of the Multi-Chain Miner group, with a very dedicated team
who have extensive experience in decentralized finance. They pioneered non-native crypto mining and paved
the way for other projects to develop along this path. We have many more interesting projects in the pipeline:

Q2 2021

Multi-Chain Miner Dapp: native yield mining (MATIC, FTM, BNB, AVAX)

✓

Q3 2021

Multi-Chain Miner Dapp: non-native yield mining (BUSD, USDC, CAKE,…)

✓

Q4 2021

Crypto Factor Dapp: hybrid yield mining (ADA, more to come)

✓

Q1 2022

Chain-native yield mining: Dapps on Cardano, Solana, DOT

Q2 2022

NFT yield mining. A brand-new concept.

Latest News
Follow all announcements on our Twitter page or in our Telegram group to keep up to speed on our
fast-paced development schedule:
https://twitter.com/multichainminer
https://t.me/multi_chain_miner

Disclaimer Crypto Factor rewards are possible only when each contract balance has enough funds to continue
to pay out. Please review the smart contract before investing. All our projects are considered high-risk with very
high profit margins.

